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Dear Acting Secretary McDonnell:

Thankyou for meeting with us today regarding the Department of Environmental Protection's (DEP)
recently published draft general permit revision for gathering, midstream and transmission facilities
(GPS) and nev/ proposed permit for well sites and pigging operations (GPSa).

We are concerned that the proposed revisions to the existing GPS, and the creation of a new permit for
well sites and pigging operations, adds new degrees of complexity to the permitting and site
construction process that may significantly impair the competitiveness of the Commonwealth and
strongly discourage the investment of private capital into Pennsylvania.

To further our understanding of these proposals and DEP's rationale and justification for them, we
would appreciate your prompt response to the following questions:
1) Other than theunconventional oil andgas industry, what otherindustry sectors were evaluated

for inclusion as part of DEP's methane emission reduction strategy?

2) What legal justification does DEP rely upon for imposing methane limitations on only the
unconventional oil and gas industry?

3) What cost oreconomic impact analysis was conducted for each of the proposed permits?
4) What evidence does DEPhave to substantiate that the existing GP S, Category 38 Exemption
process is not functioning properly?

5) Will current sites operating under the existing GP 5, Category 38 Exemption be grandfathered,
or will they be required to apply for a new GPS or GPSa? If they are not grandfathered, how
does DEP justify essentially revoking authorization for an existing facility to operate?
6) DEP seeks to impose new standards and limitations on the emission of methane. It appears that
DEP is regulating methane emissions without specific statutory or rulemaking authority. What
specific authority is DEP relying upon to impose these standards?

